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The dictionary deﬁnes short list as ‘a list of selected candidates from
which a final choice is made’. Short List 1, my ﬁrst ‘catalogue’ of any
kind, is just that: a selection of things which struck me as particularly
interesting in some way. My interest has always been European cultural
(and cross-cultural) history, and the books short-listed here reﬂect this:
German poems on the death of Charles I; an Enlightenment guide to
the art of reading; a Russian song on the defeat of Napoleon; a Victorian
sol-fa performance of Tallis’s Spem in alium; a WWII saboteur’s
handbook disguised as a pocket dictionary.
The List is in two sections: fourteen illustrated highlights, with full
listings for those and all the other items at the end. Just let me know
if you’d like to see further pictures of anything.
Obviously, I hope you may ﬁnd something here to interest you.
But I also hope you enjoy reading the List. I have enjoyed ﬁnding
the things to put in it.
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A PREMIERE
POSTPONED
Ludwig van Beethoven
The earliest opportunity in London to
hear Beethoven’s Fidelio, but problems
in rehearsals meant the date of the
premiere was put back.
Item 03: See full description on page 24

THE
NOBILITY
OF THE
ASS

Adriano Banchieri
A popular satire by the composer Adriano
Banchieri, ‘one of the most versatile ﬁgures
in the Italian music of his day’, written
under the American pseudonym of
Attabaliba of Peru.
Item 02: See full description on page 24
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Dictionnaire Poucet
The Germans would call this a Tarnschrift,
a ‘camouﬂaged book’. Masquerading as
a little French–German dictionary, it is in
fact a pocket sabotage guide produced
by the Resistance for distribution among
French workers.
Item 06: See full description on page 25

Hippolyte Ferry de Pigny
Hippolyte Ferry de Pigny was an early
translator of Pushkin and Gogol, whose day
job was teaching French to the aristocratic
children of St Petersburg. His Cours de la
littérature française enjoyed considerable
success in its day. The recipient of this
copy is the eleven-year-old Count Nikolai
Adlerberg, who went on to become
a successful diplomat and statesman.
Item 07: See full description on page 25
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french
literature
for russian
children

12

Aleksandr Grechaninov
Marked-up page proofs of Grechaninov’s
Liturgia Domestica, written during the
Russian Revolution, and one of the ﬁrst
(and only) pieces of Orthodox Church music
to include instrumental accompaniment.
Item 08: See full description on page 25

Daniil Kashin
The most famous musical response to
Napoleon’s defeat in Russia is Tchaikovsky’s
‘1812 Overture’. But there was also music
written at the time. Daniil Kashin here sets
a poem by Kobyakov in honour of Prince
Peter Wittgenstein, commander of the
Russian troops in the Battle of Polotsk, a
battle which saved the city of St Petersburg
and broke Napoleon’s northern front.
Item 10: See full description on page 25

Wittgenstein
defeats
Napoleon

REVOL
UTIONARY
MUSIC
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A
DANGEROUS
TEXT

The Duke of Monmouth
Two days after making his treasonable
‘declaration’ at Lyme Regis on 11 June
1685, the Duke of Monmouth was
a wanted man with a price of £5000
on his head. Capture soon came, the
text of his ‘traiterous paper’ was banned
by royal proclamation (15 June) –‘no
one is to receive it, read it, or publish it’–
and any copies seized, manuscript or
printed, were burned by the common
hangman. Banned books always hold
a certain fascination, and it is interesting
to see that Monmouth’s Declaration
soon found its way abroad.
Item 17: See full description on page 26
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Shota Rustaveli
This is the ﬁrst edition in French of
Vepkhist’qaosani, arguably the greatest
work in Georgian literature, published in
Tiﬂis in 1885. But Borin (a pseudonym?)
was evidently not happy with the result
and set about reworking his translation
in preparation for its reappearance, as
the second of three Contes orientaux,
published in Paris in 1886. The annotations
reveal Borin’s real frustration with his
work – scribblings, crossings out, new
sections written out and pasted over –
as he struggles with (or, in some case,
almost attacks) his text. The end result must
have been a nightmare for the typesetter.
Item 22: See full description on page 27

A BATTLE WITH
THE KNIGHT
IN THE
PANTHER SKIN

22

Leo Tolstoy
The ﬁrst edition in English of Tolstoy’s
last novel, the original parts here bound
up in contemporary cloth.
Item 24: See full description on page 27

RESURRECTION

The
Archivist
fromHell
Johann Friedrich Vetter
Two pieces of highly imaginative satire on
the demise of France’s reputation during the
War of the Austrian Succession. The second
is ostensibly written by the devil Fizlipuzli,
Hell’s archivist, and recounts a conversation
had by him with French reputation’s ghost
(a poltergeist, ‘worse than any blood-sucking
vampire’) in the ferry across the Styx.
Item 25: See full description on page 27

Full
Listings
Death of a book
collector

Item No:

01

Princess. Composer. Book collector. Anna Amalia of Prussia
(1723 –1787), Frederick the Great’s younger sister, was all
three. She studied the keyboard and was an enthusiastic
organist, and her musical soirées were attended by artists
and intellegentsia from across Europe. But ‘Amalia’s greatest
signiﬁcance to music lies in her musical library, a collection
of incalculable value. It is particularly rich in 18th-century
music – that of J. S. Bach above all... Amalia willed her
library to the Joachimsthalschen Gymnasium in Berlin.
In 1914 the music was transferred on permanent loan
to the Königliche Bibliothek [now Staatsbibliothek Berlin],
remaining intact and under its own name there’ (New Grove).
In 1755, Amalia had become abbess of the secularised
convent of Quedlinburg, which afforded her a comfortable
income and made few demands on her time. The Harz
town was evidently proud of its royal connections, and
after Amalia’s death a bell was tolled for four weeks. The
Kantor at the Stiftskirche St Servatius, J. H. Bänsch (not
in New Grove), had been appointed by Amalia herself, and
presumably wrote the music for a mourning cantata. This
little booklet must have been handed out at the performance.
[Anna Amalie von Preussen.] Trauer-Cantate zum
Gedächtniß des Todestages unsrer in Gott ruhenden
Hochseeligen Fürstin und Frau Aebtißin, Anna Amalia
Prinzeßin von Preußen Königliche Hoheit auf Höchsten
Befehl in der Hohen Stiftskirche zu Quedlinburg aufgeführt
von Johann Heinrich Bänsch Cant. Aul. [Quedlinburg?] 1787.
Small 8vo (160 × 99mm), pp. [8]; some light browning;
unbound as issued, original black paper backstrip.
Apparently unrecorded. Not in COPAC, OCLC or KVK.

£600

The nobility
of the ass

Item No:

02

New Grove calls Adriano Banchieri (1568 –1634) ‘one
of the most versatile ﬁgures in the Italian music of his day’.
He was a composer, of both sacred and secular music ( his
madrigal comedies are a forerunner of comic opera ), wrote
a number of works of music theory (including the ﬁrst precise
rules for accompanying from a ﬁgured bass), and established
the Accademia dei Floridi, the ﬁrst such academy in Bologna
(Monteverdi was received there with honour in 1620).
Banchieri’s satirical La nobiltà dell’asino was his ﬁrst
work outside the ﬁeld of music, and proved very popular.
Written under the American pseudonym of Attabaliba of
Peru (where the work was ostensibly written), it discusses
the nobility of dogs, horses, lions, monkeys, and elephants,
before turning to its subject, which it raises in esteem with
reference to history and literature, concluding: ‘the nature
of the ass is good, pleasing, humble, and courteous,
four rare qualities which are far beyond the theft, pride,
unruliness, and villainy of other animals’. And not only
that: the Scots eat them, their bones may be used as
ﬂutes, and their dung and milk have medicinal properties.
The book appeared in English as The Noblenesse
of the Asse. A Worke rare, learned, and excellent,
in 1595 (STC 1343; BL, Bodley, Huntington only in ESTC –
and the only work listed there under the subject heading
‘Donkeys, early works to 1800’).
Although not a music book, Banchieri evidently could
not resist allowing each animal in the engraved title its
own music for a six-part canon. (This was not included
in the English version, which uses a woodcut of a donkey,
repeated in the book, and no cuts of the other animals.)
A few words have been lost from the title here, but it is
not cropped as is sometimes the case.

[Banchieri, Adriano]. La nobiltà dell’ asino di Attabalippa
dal Perù. Riformata da Griffagno delli Impacci, et accresciuta
di mo[lte cose] non solo piacevoli, curiose, et di diletto:
ma nottabili, et degni d’ogni a[s]inina [lode]. Dedicata alla
Sublime Altezza, la Sig.ra Torre degli Asinelli. Et in ultimo
aggiuntovi di nuovo La Nobile, & Honorata Compagnia delli
Briganti dalla Bastina compositione di Camillo Scaligeri
dalla Fratta. In Venetia, Appresso Barezzo Barezzi.1599.
Small 4to (191×135mm), ff. [4], 44, [3], plus ﬁnal blank; ﬁne
engraved title-page (unsigned) depicting the ass enthroned
together with a horse, elephant, dog, lion and monkey, each
with music, woodcut of a tower to title verso, and 6 woodcuts
in the text (one repeated) depicting each of the animals and
another of them in procession; loss of a few words in the title
(given in square brackets above), neat repairs to verso, a few
corners restored and minor tears repaired, wormtrack in the
gutter (repaired in a few cases) affecting a few letters only,
the last ﬁve leaves a little shorter than the rest of the book
(although if they have been supplied, it was a long time ago: a
wormhole seems to match up, but the inﬁlling to some leaves
makes it difﬁcult to be absolutely certain); modern boards.
Adams B-142; STC Italian, p. 61. ICCU lists a couple of editions
before this one:1592 (two printings: Venice and Pavia),
and 1598 (Pavia ). It also conﬁrms that La nobilissima
anzi asinissima compagnia delli briganti della Bastina,
ﬁrst published by Banchieri the year before, was never
included in this edition of La nobiltà dell’asino.

£1200
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A premiere
postponed

Responses
to regicide

05

News of the execution of Charles I in January 1649 spread
across the Continent like wildﬁre. The events roused a storm
of indignation in Germany, and with it a new industry for the
printers and booksellers, ever keen to assuage a reading
public thirsty for books. There was literature, too. Andreas
Gryphius, the great German poet–playwright of the time,
began to write Ermordete Majestät. Oder Carolus Stuardus
a matter of days after the execution. In the second edition
(Freuden und Trauer-Spiele,1663), Gryphius provided a list
of the books he read when he was writing the play. Two of his
major sources are included here: the Engeländisch Memorial,
an account of the legal proceedings which culminated in the
execution of Strafford, Laud, Charles et al. (it was a Dutch
book originally but was soon translated into a number
of other languages), and the best-selling Eikon Basilike,
here in its ﬁrst edition in German.
Also included in the volume are two works by the young
poet Georg Greﬂinger (c.1620– c.1677). The ﬁrst is a
historical compilation on the Stuarts which includes, at the
end, a 120-line poem (signed ‘Seladon’, Greﬂinger’s usual
pseudonym), ‘König Carls II. Danck-Lied’. The last page in
the book, to ﬁll up an otherwise blank space (‘zur Aussfüllung
des übrigen Raums’), reprints a passage from Hector
Boece’s Scotorum historia on Macbeth and Banquo. The
second work is an extremely rare poem by Greﬂinger, with a
wonderful allegorical title vignette, in which Charles himself
addresses the nations of Europe before his execution.
It was unknown to Priebsch (‘German pamphlets in prose
and verse on the trial and death of Charles I’, A Miscellany
presented to John Macdonald Mackay, 1914, pp.181–198).

Item No:

03

‘The earliest opportunity to hear “Fidelio” in London was
provided by Henry Bishop (not then knighted), who directed
a “selection” in English at Covent Garden Theatre on April
4th,1827. ( This was repeated two days later at Drury Lane
Theatre.) No particular notice was taken of this concert
by the newspapers, the only notable reference appearing
in the “Star”: “The oratorio at this theatre last night was very
numerously and fashionably attended. The performance
commenced with a selection from Beethoven’s “Fidelio”,
which contained some very exquisite passages, but which
has scarcely sufﬁcient sweetness to suit an English taste”
(Richard Northcott, Beethoven’s “Fidelio” in London,
1918, p. 9). Five days later, as reported in The Times,
news reached London of Beethoven’s death.
What Northcott’s otherwise exhaustive account omits,
and what these playbills show, is that the selection was
originally due to be performed the week before, on 28
March. A problem in rehearsing the Beethoven meant
that Bishop had to postpone Fidelio and fall back on
Weber’s cantata In Seiner Ordnung schafft der Herr.
[Beethoven, Ludwig van.] Three concert bills for extracts
from the opera Fidelio. London, 1827.
Each slim folio (340 × 205mm), one printed on tinted
paper; small hole to one, else ﬁne.

£800

Item No:

The unfortunate
Queen

Item No:

04

Princess Caroline Matilda (1751–1775), the youngest
sister of George III, was married off to her cousin, Christian
VII of Denmark, when she was only 15. It was not a happy
marriage. Christian was a mentally unstable philanderer
who claimed it was ‘unfashionable to love one’s wife’,
and Caroline eventually drifted into an affair with the royal
physician Johan Struensee, a rising star at the Danish
court who effectively ruled the country for ten months
whilst Christian’s mental health worsened. Caroline and
Struensee were arrested in January 1772; Caroline’s
marriage to Christian was dissolved a few months later,
and Struensee was executed. In May, Caroline was
deported, without her two children, to Celle in Germany,
where she was supported by the Hanoverian exchequer.
She died three years later, of scarlet fever, aged 23.

This is a translation of the spurious Memoirs of an unfortunate
Queen, originally published in 1776 by the London bookseller,
John Bew. The public bought up two editions within the year,
and Bew also brought out one in French; all are scarce, ESTC
locating only ﬁve copies of the ﬁrst edition, ten of the second
(three of them at the BL ), and two of the French translation.
That a German version should follow is not surprising, but
the ‘Boston’ imprint most certainly is. Although you see
‘Philadelphia’ fairly regularly, ‘Boston’ struck me as unusual,
and interesting. The only earlier German book with a ‘Boston’
imprint, according to ESTC, is a small volume of sermons,
Predigten von einem Bostonischen Geistlichen (1776),
apparently printed in Bern.
[Caroline Matilda.] Nachrichten von einer unglücklichen
Königin, nebst ihren Briefen, an verschiedene ihrer
vornehmen Verwandten und Freundinnen. Aus dem
Englischen. Boston, bey Joh. Jac. Simon [i.e. Celle,
Schulze].1777.
8vo (176 ×105mm), pp. 223, [1]; occasional spotting
or ﬁnger-soiling, but overall a very good copy in modern
full vellum.
First edition in German, rare. Weller I, 112. ESTC notes that
there are two issues (same pagination, but with different
layout, title vignette, headpieces, etc.; that in the British
Library is certainly different from this one), locating only
a couple of copies for each. OCLC lists copies in Germany
and Denmark, one at the National Library of Scotland, and
one at the American Antiquarian Society ( issue unknown).

£650

[Charles I.] EѢѣѨѦ сњѫѢѤѢѣѠ oder Abbildung des Königes
Carl in seinen Drangsahlen, und Gefänglicher Verwahrung,
von ihm selbst in Englischer Sprache beschrieben, und
nun wegen seiner hohen Würde ins Teutsche versetzt...
Gedruckt im Jahr Christi 1649.
Engeländisch Memorial, zum ewigen Gedächniß,
worinen erzehlet werden die Proceß und Execution des
Königlichen Stadthalters in Irrland, Ertzbischoffen zu
Canterberg, Königs in Engel- Schott- und Irrland [etc.]...
Mit allen, was vor, in, und nach dero Hinrichtung
Gedenckwürdiges ist vorgefallen. Auß dem Englischen
und Niederländischen in Hochdeutsche Sprach mit
vielen schönen Kupfferbildnüssen dero Persohnen unnd
Executions-Plätzen gezieret. Gedruckt im Jahr, 1649.
Greﬂinger, Georg. Der zwölff gekröhnten Häupter
vom dem Hause Stuart unglückselige Herrschafft,
in kurzem aus glaubwürdigen Historien Schreibern
zusammen getragen... Gedruckt im 1652. Jahr.
[Greﬂinger, Georg]. Caroli, des Königes in Engeland,
etc. Klägliche Todes-Rede. Auffgesetzt von GottLieb
EhrdenKönig. Anno 1649.
Four works in one vol., small 4to ( 200 ×160mm ); фѢѣѨѦ
сњѫѢѤѢѣѠ: pp. [180], with engraved frontispiece, two-leaf
‘Erklärung des Kupfferstichs’ ( bound here following the
Engeländisch Memorial, although as the catchwords don’t
tally it was probably a later addition in copies of the фѢѣѨѦ),
and complete with the ﬁnal blank (conﬁrming Madan’s
suspicion ); a hand-coloured folding map of the British
Isles (not called for) is bound in after the dedication;
Engeländisch Memorial: pp.144, with 7 engraved portraits
and folding engraving of the execution scene; Greﬂinger:
pp. [48]; hole in the fore-margin of E1 from a natural
paper ﬂaw (text unaffected); Klägliche Todes-Rede: pp.
[4], with large allegorical engraved title vignette; some
light browning, but very good, crisp copies in contemporary
vellum, Solms bookplate.
I: First edition in German, described by Madan as ‘rare’ in
1950, and it still is. OCLC locates only one copy outside Europe
(Trinity College, CT ). Madan 59; STC German C 522. Madan
muddles the page-count: 22 gatherings of four leaves, plus
the two leaves of the ‘Erklärung’ makes 180 pages, not 188.
II: This printing not in Madan. OCLC locates only 2 copies
outside Europe ( Illinois and Maryland ).
III: First edition. There are two different printings, 24
leaves or 25 leaves with a portrait. Goedeke III, 89, 17;
Faber du Faur II, 331a; Jantz 1201; STC German G1024.
IV: Not in VD17; OCLC locates a sole copy, at the
Landeskirchliche Zentralbibliothek, Stuttgart. There
was also another printing ( located by VD17 and OCLC
at the Staatsbibliothek Berlin only), with 4 leaves and
without the engraved vignette. There are also minor
differences in the text.

£3250

Never judge a
book by its cover

Item No:

06

The Germans would call this a Tarnschrift, a ‘camouﬂaged
book’. Masquerading as a little French – German dictionary,
it is in fact a pocket sabotage guide produced by the
Resistance for distribution among French workers.
‘Every man his own saboteur.’ It includes instructions on
how to ‘do your bit’ against the Nazis if you work in factories
(sand in the lubricating oil will soon damage machinery, etc.),
coalmines, on railways, roads, rivers, canals, or on a farm.

A great exhibition item, but also fascinating research material.
I am unable to locate another copy. The literature on books
produced by the French Resistance tends to focus on the
clandestine newspapers, presumably as examples of such
exist in much greater numbers. There is nothing comparable
illustrated in the recent (and rather wonderful ) Collaboration
and Resistance ( 2009), published to coincide with last year’s
exhibition at the New York Public Library of the same name.
Work remains to be done on books like this which, in their
little way, helped win the War.
Dictionnaire Pouchet. Français– allemand.
Paris, Garnier Frères, [1943?].
32mo (80 × 60mm ), pp. 107, [5] blank; original printed
wrappers, rear cover a little marked.

£1250

French literature
for Russian children

Item No:

07

Ferry de Pigny, who left France for Russia in the 1820s, was
an early translator of Pushkin, Gogol, and Bulgarin. Indeed,
the Russkii biograﬁcheskii slovar ’ (1906) calls him ‘one of the
ﬁrst to bring Russian literature to the attention of the France’.
His day job was teaching French to the aristocratic children
of St Petersburg and his Cours de la littérature française
enjoyed (again, in the words of the Imperial Russian Historical
Society’s dictionary) ‘in its day considerable success’.

Revolutionary music

Item No:

08

Grechaninov (1864 –1956) is best known for the sublime
choral music he wrote for the Russian Orthodox Church. It is
what you expect to hear in Russian church music, comparable
to, say, the style of Rachmaninov’s Vespers. But there was
evidently also an unorthodox streak in Grechaninov, for he
was the ﬁrst (and, maybe, the last) Russian composer
to write sacred music with instrumental accompaniment.
The Liturgia Domestica was written in 1917, at the time
of the October Revolution. Grechaninov recalls the time
in his memoirs: ‘Many music lovers like to sing church
music while accompanying themselves at the piano. Yet the
average amateur experiences considerable difﬁculty in trying
to play from a choral score written in four parts. I decided
to write a simple sacred song for a single voice with piano
accompaniment, to the words “O Holy God.” Later I added
several liturgic chants to it and put them together under
the ancient title Demestvennaya, that is, Domestic Liturgy.
‘I wrote this Liturgy in the autumn of 1917 during the Bolshevik
uprising in Moscow. The bitterness of the Hallelujah in this
Liturgy is explained by my horrible experiences during that
period. Every time I hear this Liturgy the memories of those
dreadful days come to mind. Peaceful citizens kept vigil in
their homes. There were trenches right in front of our house.
No one dared appear in the streets. Gunﬁre and the sound
of the cannonade broke the ominous silence. At any moment
a stray bullet or a cannonball might have hit our house which
stood between the battle lines...’ ( My Life, tr. Nicolas
Slonimsky, New York, 1952, p.121).
Grechaninov soon expanded on his initial ideas, scoring the
work for tenor, strings, harp, and celeste, and the premiere
was given in Moscow in 1918. He later added four further
movements, conducting the premiere of this version himself
in Paris in 1926 (he had left Russia the year before; in 1939,
he emigrated to America). These page proofs date from the
Paris period, and show Grechaninov returning to his original
scoring intention – a domestic piece for voice(s) and piano.
It was published in 1927 by A. Gutheil (S. & N. Koussewitzky)
in Moscow and Breitkopf & Härtel in Leipzig; the printing itself
was done in Paris by Delanchy-Dupré.

Wittgenstein defeats
Napoleon

10

Item No:

The most famous musical response to Napoleon’s defeat
in Russia in December 1812 is, quite rightly, Tchaikovsky’s
‘1812 Overture’. That was composed almost seventy years
after the event, but there was also music written at the time
to celebrate the Russian victory. Daniil Kashin (1769 –1841)
here sets a poem by Kobyakov, ‘Zashchitnika Petrova grada
velit nam slavit’ pravdy glas’ (say, ‘We praise the Defender
of Peter’s City, enjoined by the voice of truth’), in honour
of Prince Peter Wittgenstein, commander of the Russian
troops in the Battle of Polotsk (October 1812), a battle
which saved the city of St Petersburg and broke Napoleon’s
northern front. The Imperial Russian Historical Society’s
biographical dictionary (1903) singles out Kashin’s piece
as ‘particularly popular’.
‘Freed from serfdom in 1798, [ Kashin] established
himself as an important ﬁgure in Moscow’s musical life
from 1799, and, in addition to his activities as a composer,
pianist, singer, opera conductor, teacher and folksong
collector, he organized and conducted mammoth concerts
sometimes involving a choir of 300 and an orchestra of
200. In 1800 (or perhaps 1805) he appeared as an opera
composer with Natal’ia, boiarskaia doch’ (“Natalya, the
Boyar’s Daughter”), which enjoyed great success, holding
the stage until 1817’ (New Grove).
Dalmas, publisher of Severnyi Trubadur (‘The Northern
Troubadour’), perhaps employed French engravers, which
may account for the grammatical error in the Russian title.
Kashin, Daniil Nikitich. Voennaia pesn’ v chest’
Generalu Grafu Vitgenshteinu [sic ] posviashchennaia
khrabrym voinam evo [ A military song in honour of General
Count Wittgenstein dedicated to his brave soldiers ]... À St.
Pétersbourg, chez Dalmas, Editeur de musique. [1813 ].
4to (348 × 252mm), pp. 7, [1]; platemark 541; a triﬂe dusty,
a few stains to p. [1]; untrimmed and unbound, as issued;
tear along spine repaired; in very good condition overall.
First edition, extremely rare. Not in COPAC, OCLC or KVK.

£950
The recipient of this copy is the eleven-year-old Count
Nikolai Adlerberg (1819 –1892), who went on to become
a successful diplomat and statesman. He also wrote books,
including two travel accounts of the Holy Land (one in
Russian, the other in French), and, indulging his passion
for the theatre, Les artistes des théatres impériaux de
St. Pétersbourg (1863).
Ferry de Pigny, Hippolyte. Cours élémentaire
historique, chronologique et critique de la
littérature française. Ouvrage rédigé pour les Ecoles...
Saint-Pétersbourg, de l’imprimerie de Mme Ve Pluchart.1830.
8vo (205 × 128mm) in half-sheets, pp. iv, 254, [4];
light waterstain at head of ﬁrst few leaves, but a very
good copy in contemporary red straight-grain morocco,
tooled in gilt and in blind, all edges gilt, one corner worn;
with the inscription ‘Hommage offert par l’auteur à ses
chers éléves Messieurs Alexandre et Nicolas d’Adlerberg.
22 Mars 1830’ on the front free endpaper; small private
ownership stamp of ‘N. Adlerberg’ to front ﬂyleaf and
stencilled initials ‘N. A.’ to the title.
First edition, extremely rare. Not in CCFr, COPAC, OCLC or KVK.

£750

Grechaninov, Aleksandr Tikhonovich. Liturgia
Domestica. [1926/7.]
4to (350 × 275mm), pp. 78; some browning due to paper
stock, initial and ﬁnal leaves chipped (slight loss to bottom
corner of ﬁnal leaf, touching one note), hole to ﬁnal leaf
sometime repaired (loss of a couple of notes/rests), two
tears skillfully repaired; bound with string; preserved in
an conservation-grade manila phase box.
Ozalid page proofs, with autograph corrections by
the composer. Formerly in the possession of the music
bibliographer and bookseller, Cecil Hopkinson (1898 –1977),
with his pencil stock number to the ﬁrst page.

£1500

Sol-fa Spem

Item No:
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Thomas Tallis’s forty-part motet, Spem in alium, is one
of the greatest achievements in Renaissance music. It is a
monumental work, and the earliest surviving manuscript (with
an English text, ‘Sing and gloriﬁe heavens high Maiesty’, for
when the piece was sung probably at the investiture of Henry
as Prince of Wales in 1610) is just as imposing at 2½ feet tall.
It is now at the British Library (Egerton MS 3512), but was
on show last year (a rare outing) at the Bodleian’s wonderful
exhibition ‘Hallelujah! The British Choral Tradition’.

A recent book by Suzanne Cole, Thomas Tallis and his Music
in Victorian England (Boydell Press, 2008), charts the afterlife
of Spem, through the extant manuscripts (it was not published
until 1888) and the known performances. The ﬁrst such
performance – the ﬁrst since 1610 – was in 1836, in English,
by the Madrigal Society, when 150 singers took part. The next,
in 1845, was really quite extraordinary: 500 singers (a ‘semichorus’ taken from a choir of 1500) who, rather than use the
English words (‘too trashy for endurance’, The Times), performed
the work to sol-fa syllables. The impresario behind it all was
John Pyke Hullah, a music teacher whose singing classes, by
the late 1840s, were attended by literally thousands of people.
As Cole notes, the provision of parts for a choir of this size
must have proved a real challenge. Some of the parts survive,
now British Library Add. MS 29968, purchased from the
Glee Club in 1876. These page proofs, corrected by Hullah
himself, list the full programme for the concert, and include
a potted history of Spem, ‘at once the most curious and the
least known of the compositions of Thomas Tallis’ (p. 7).
Hullah, John Pyke. A Selection of Pieces to be sung at the
only great Choral Meeting, for the Season 1845, of the Upper
Schools, instructed on Wilhem’s Method of teaching Singing,
adapted to English Use, under the Sanction of the Committee
of Council on Education... With an Account of Tallis’s Song of
forty Parts. June 4, 1845. [ London, Harrison & Co., 1845.]
8vo (179 ×113mm), pp. 16; loose bifolia, uncut; with
manuscript corrections throughout; some browning and light
dust-soiling. Apparently unrecorded. Not in COPAC or OCLC.

£450

A defence of poetry
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In Rouen, from 1486 until the Revolution, an annual poetry
competition took place at the city’s Carmelite convent. The
poems were all written in praise of the Immaculate Conception
and the prestigious event, the Puy du Palinod ( puy being the
podium on which the poem, or palinod, was recited), at its
height in the early sixteenth century, drew entrants such
as Andrieu de La Vigne, Guillaume Cretin, and Jehan and
Clement Marot.
This speech, which appears otherwise unrecorded, was given
by the superieur of the Convent before the assembled poets
and dignatories two weeks before Christmas,1651. Things
are evidently not what they once were: ‘Peuple de Roüen,
chers Compatriotes, vous voyez aujourd’huy ce Theatre
desert…’ (p.15). Things are also very different theologically
from a century before, and Le Clerc argues for continued
loyalty to the cult of Mary, supporting his argument with
quotations from Scripture and the Church Fathers.
Le Clerc, Jacques. Declamation prononcée pour la
deffence de l’Immaculée Conception de la Sainte
Vierge sur le Puy du Palinod l’an M.DC.LI. dans les
Carmes de Rouen, le dixiesme de decembre... Dediée
à Monseigneur le Duc de Longueville, Pair de France, et
Lieutenant General pour le Roy en la Province de Normandie
&c. A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de David du Petit Val, Imprimeur
ordinaire du Roy. 1652.
Small 4to (212 × 153mm), largely in half-sheets, pp. [8],
16; some spotting and dust-soiling; stab-sewn as issued.
Apparently unrecorded. Not in CFFr, COPAC, KVK, or OCLC.

£400

A certain
Je ne sais quoi

12
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‘Vous y trouverez des Vers à la Marquise, des Essais sur
différens sujets, des Epigrammes, des Idylles, des Odes,
des Chansons, des Complimens, des Fables, des Fragmens,
des Pensées philosophiques, des Lettres sans adresse,
des Avertissemens, des Pis-aller, des Inscriptions, des
Idées nouvelles, enﬁn, Je ne sçais quoi ’ (p.13).
Maquin (1756 –1823), professor of rhetoric and belleslettres at Meaux, ﬂed across the Channel during the Terror.
In England, he met William Beckford, whom he served for
many years as private secretary. Beckford’s letters reveal
the Abbé to be a Friar Tuck-like character, ‘of humours etc.
fomented and cultivated by pies, trufﬂes, Pregnac, Bordeaux
etc. Never have I seen such eating and drinking. He swallows
everything, he tastes everything, he mixes everything up
inside himself: milk, then a collation, then lonchon, then
dinner, then supper accompanied by a vast deal of rum. If he
does not die, if he does not become a fountain of maladies,
he must have the special favour not of the Supreme Pontiff
but of the Eternal Father himself’ (18 Nov. 1817).
These youthful jeux d’esprit, many in verse, are dedicated
to ‘Messieurs les Auteurs de tous les Journaux possibles
& impossibles, lus & non lus, François, Littéraires, Politiques
ou Moscovites, des Dames ou Légers, De Bouillon ou
Pesans, de Musique ou Soporiﬁques...’.
[Maquin, Ange Denis, abbé ]. Je ne sçais quoi
par je ne sçais qui. Prix. Je ne sçais combien. Imprimé,
je ne sçais quand; se vend, je ne sçais où. Chez je ne
sçais qui est-ce. 1780.
12mo (144 × 88mm), pp. 124; small burnhole to title,
insigniﬁcant dampstain to upper corner of A6, some light
browning, but a nice, crisp copy in nineteenth-century
green quarter morocco, marbled sides.
First edition, very rare. Gay-Lemonnyer II, col. 701. OCLC lists
a copy at the Bibliothèque nationale only. Not in COPAC or KVK.

£700

Uplifting music
for fallen women

13
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Founded in 1758, the Magdalen Hospital was the ﬁrst
institution of its kind in Britain, rescuing London prostitutes
from a life of abuse and squalor. Impetus came from
a number of anonymous articles in The Rambler (it has
even been suggested from the pen of Johnson himself ),
and early support for the project was provided by Jonas
Hanway and Dr William Dodd, who subsequently
preached in the Hospital Chapel.
Right from the start, the Chapel services were popular
with the public (Horace Walpole approvingly attended a
service with Prince Edward in 1760, and ‘the singing of the
Magdalens themselves has at some periods evidently been
a considerable attraction’, Compton, The Magdalen Hospital:
the story of a great charity, p. 164). By 1769, when the
Hospital moved from Whitechapel to a larger, purposebuilt site in Blackfriars, it was evidently deemed necessary
to have a hymnal printed.
Various editions of the Magdalen Chapel hymnal appear
in OCLC, with a variety of suggested dates. The only edition
in ESTC, printed for Henry Thorowgood (trading 1764 – 80),
is in four books, suggesting perhaps a later date than that
for Charles and Samuel Thompson (trading 1763 – 76).
In any event, both must date from after 1769, when the
new building in St George’s Fields had been erected,
as it appears in the frontispiece.
The manuscript music at the end of this copy features the
bass parts (perhaps former owner Thomas Spershott was
a bass in the choir?) to ‘Dockter Blows Tedium’, i.e. the
Te Deum from John Blow’s (1649 –1708) Service in A
(recently published in the ﬁrst volume of Boyce’s Cathedral
Music, 1760), and two psalm settings, one by John Wivill
(unknown to New Grove, and no manuscripts listed in RISM).
Each is written across two pages.
[Magdalen Hospital Chapel.] The Hymns Anthems
& Tunes with the Ode used at the Magdalen Chapel set
for the Organ Harpsichord, Voice. German-Flute or Guitar.
London. Printed for C. and S. Thompson... [1769?].
Large 8vo (239 × 167mm), pp. [4], 37, [1]; interleaved in
places, with a second verse to one hymn (‘Wash me O Lord
and make me clean...’) written out in a contemporary hand;
eight pages of hand-ruled staves bound in at the end; some
ﬁngermarking, but withal a very good copy in contemporary
panelled calf, some surface wear, corners worn, spine
defective at head and foot, waterstain to front free endpaper;
initials ‘T S’ stamped in gilt to the covers, ownership inscription
of Thomas Spershott to verso of the frontispiece, other
inscriptions to front free endpaper.

Vive la France

14
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The words and music to the ‘Marseillaise’ were written,
in April 1792 in Strasbourg, as a revolutionary marching
song (‘Chant de guerre pour l’armée du Rhin’) by ClaudeJoseph Rouget de Lisle. Later that year, when the Marseilles
Volunteer Battalion marched into Paris singing it, the song
caught on in the capital and its popular name stuck. It was
ofﬁcially adopted as the French national anthem in 1795,
the date given to this English version by the British Library
catalogue. There were other English printings in the
1790s, but none is dated.
[Marseillaise.] [Rouget de Lisle, Claude-Joseph].
The Marseilles March sung by the Marseillois going to Battle,
by General Kellerman’s Army instead of Te Deum, as ordered
by the National Convention, and at the different Theatres in
Paris... Printed by Longman and Broderip... [ London,1795].
4to (332 × 237mm), pp. 4, the ﬁrst page blank, the ﬁnal
one with the song in French; in good condition; sometime
disbound, a few holes in the gutter expertly repaired.
RISM R 2824. Very rare: OCLC locates copies at the British
Library, Oxford, Harvard, and Yale.

£550

The art of reading
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To judge from the entry for Meiners (1747–1810) in the
Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, one would think he was
always either reading a book, or writing one. His impressive,
if fearsome output includes speculative philosophy,
psychology, theology, and history after history (of religion,
science in the Ancient World, women, law). Meiners’ views
on race (he put the Jews just above orang-utans) drew the
attention of the Nazis, but the present work is more worthy
of modern attention and offers a fascinating insight into late
eighteenth-century reading habits.
Meiners deﬁnes two types of reading: recreational
and educational. We learn the questions we must ask
ourselves – which books should one read on a given
subject? in which order? how many? – and the importance
of drawing up a reading plan. ‘Nothing promotes order
in thinking better than order in reading.’ You must keep
a list of books you want to read, and write up notes on
the main books you have read (there is a whole section on
note-taking), with the year and the order you read them in.
Important books must be read with care (a slow process);
you should not read a book quicker than you are able
to think. Books for relaxation are only allowed if other
reading is not going well. Suggestions are the memoirs
of Temple, Bussy, Hamilton, Rochefoucauld, Noailles,
and the novels of Smollet, Le Sage and especially Fielding.
Richardson, however, is to be avoided, as his novels are
‘too long-drawn-out for youths and men’.
Meiners, Christoph. Anweisungen für Jünglinge
zum eigenen Arbeiten besonders zum Lesen, Excerpiren,
und Schreiben... Hannover, in der Helwingschen
Hofbuchhandlung, 1789.
8vo (170 × 110mm), pp. 72; a very good copy, uncut in
the original stiff paper boards, ms. spine label; ownership
inscription (dated 1791) to front pastedown.
First edition. OCLC locates the Illinois copy only outside
Germany. This edition not in COPAC.

£750

The Melon
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Six cantos, each over 100 lines in trochaic octameter, on
the subject of melons was always going to be an odd book.
I admit, I bought it as a curiosity because of the title, but now,
having read it, see there is much more to it. The poem seems
to be a work of early German Romanticism: the action takes
place in a dream, and the poet mixes elements of Classical
mythology and medieval epics. The hero, Arist, gives a
speech before Venus, after which he is awarded with a melon
and allowed to select a nymph (the catwalk features beauties
from Iberia, Russia, China, France, etc.) to be his bride.
After making his choice, the dream is shattered; he meets
an old crone who, having given him a drink, turns into
Melonia, the fairy queen, thereby breaking a spell cast by
Merlin. (I’m not making this up.) A giant appears with an
enormous melon which, after a few words of Arabic, turns
into a golden coach, its seeds into horses, and they ride off
through the sky; ﬁreworks go off around them; fairy festivities
ensue, with food, music and theatricals. But things change
suddenly once again, and Arist ﬁnds himself in a garden,
before Merlin arrives on a dragon. Merlin had been spurned,
it turns out, by the fairy queen, and so, with a ﬂick of his magic
wand, banishes Arist to a melonless desert, where he is left
to compose elegies. The poem ends with an exhortation to
youth not to let time pass without enjoying it, else you, too,
may ﬁnd yourself left with ‘matrons instead of nymphs...
or cucumbers instead of melons’.
Die Melone. [ Late 18th century?]
4to (213 × v75mm), pp. 32; a very good copy
in modern boards.

18
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In 2009, the Nibelungenlied, perhaps the greatest work of
medieval German epic poetry (and the inspiration for Wagner’s
Ring Cycle), was included on UNESCO’S Memory of the World
Register (a sort of World Heritage list for books and archives).
Just over two hundred years before, in 1782, the poem was
being prepared for publication, by Christoph Heinrich Myller,
a Berlin professor. Although extracts had been printed before,
this was to be the ﬁrst complete edition of the text.

Here we see how Myller went about it. This is a printed
circular, sent by Myller to subscribers, as a progress report on
the project. First, he gives a list of the money he has received
so far (258 Reichsthalers 4 Groschen), and from whom, out
of which he has paid 189 Thalers to the printer, Christian
Spener, for ﬁve hundred copies. He is still waiting for further
ﬁnancial contributions, and does not want to distribute all
the copies he currently has as he would then have nothing
to give to any new subscribers. Myller therefore suggests
that each subscriber be allowed one copy for every 1 Thaler
8 Groschen contributed (Baron von Schlaberndorf, the
recipient of this copy of the circular, would have qualiﬁed
for one copy of the book).
The book as published (Der Nibelungen Liet. Ein Rittergedicht... Zum ersten Male aus der Handschrift ganz
abgedruckt ) is a handsome quarto volume, dedicated to
Frederick the Great. In the introduction (written 8 October;
this circular is dated exactly three weeks later), Myller thanks
certain early supporters of the project, but there is no list of
subscribers as such. This circular provides new information
on who was involved in the book, the print-run, how much
it cost, and the time it took to be produced.

From the Imperial
Library

20
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This book gives an insight into what foreign literature Russia
(from the Tsar down, no less) was reading at the beginning
of the nineteenth century. However, as Smirnov-Sokolsky
notes, the only author who is mentioned in the book is
Kotzebue (an extract from Meine Flucht nach Paris im Winter
1790 ), and work remains to be done to identify the French
and German source texts translated here. The compiler,
Vasily Polyakov, was previously a contributor to the Moscow
student magazine Utrennaia zaria (‘Daybreak’, 1800 – 8),
but I wonder if one of the publishers may also have had
a hand in it. Vasily Kryazhev was involved in a number of
children’s books at the time which were partly translations
(he knew both French and German) and partly by him. His
life as a publisher was short: the business he set up with the
French booksellers Jean Gautier and Jean-Otto Maÿ folded
after only a couple of years, and Kryazhev became a teacher.
One curious feature of the binding is the endpapers,
which are hand-printed to resemble marbled paper.
I showed the book to Nicholas Pickwoad and he had
never seen such a practice before.
[Poliakov, Vasilii]. Prinoshenie druz’iam moim,
ili Vybrannyia mesta iz luchshikh nemetskikh i frantsuzskikh
pisatelei [ A present for my friends, or Selected pieces from
the best German and French writers ]... Moskva, 1802.
V tipograﬁi Kriazheva, Got’e i Meia.
8vo (189 × 113mm), pp.183, [1]; a very good copy in
contemporary tree calf, rubbed, all edges gilt, red morocco
onlay to spine tooled gilt; from the library of Alexander
I at Tsarskoe Selo, with his stamp to the title.

Apparently unrecorded. Not found in OCLC or KVK.

£1200

A dangerous text

17

[Nibelungenlied.] Rechnung, as sent out to the
subscribers to C. H. Myller’s Der Nibelungen Liet (later
included in his Samlung deutscher Gedichte, 3 vols, 1782
– 7). Berlin, gedruckt bey Christian Sigismund Spener 1782.

Item No:

Two days after making his treasonable ‘declaration’, on landing
at Lyme Regis, 11 June 1685, the Duke of Monmouth was
a wanted man with a price of £5000 on his head. Capture
soon came, and he was executed on 15 July. The text of the
Duke’s ‘traiterous paper’ was banned by royal proclamation
(15 June) –‘no one is to receive it, read it, or publish it’ – and
any copies seized, manuscript or printed, were burned by
the common hangman. As one might expect, the printed
version of the Declaration ( Wing M 2429) is rare; ESTC
records only eight copies.
Banned books always hold a certain fascination, and it is
interesting to see that Monmouth’s Declaration soon found
its way abroad. It is bound here with three other German
pamphlets on the Rebellion. All are very rare (no copies
outside Europe according to OCLC ), and two of them are
in settings unrecorded by VD17.
Monmouth, James Scott, Duke of. Declaration
des Hertzogs Jacobi von Montmouth [sic ], wie auch des
Adels, Landherren, und anderer, so ietziger Zeit für die
Beschütz- und Handhabung der Protestirenden Religion,
der Gesetze, Rechten und Privilegien der Cron Engelland,
wieder die dargegen geschehene Königreichs aus der
Tyranney und unrechtmässigen Besitzung Jacobi, Hertzogs
von Jorck, in den Waffen stehen. Gedruckt im Jahr 1685.
Antwort auff die Declaration Jacobi, Hertzogs
von Monmouth, wider Jacobum den Zweyten, König
von Engeland. Gedruckt im Jahr 1685. Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich only in VD17, but a completely
different setting.
[Drop-head title:] Umbständlicher Bericht von der Geburt,
Aufferziehung, Lebenslauff und Todt dess Jacob Scott,
gewesener Hertzog von Monmouth... Wie solches erstlich
in Londen in Englischer Sprache, hernach zu Hamburg ins
Hochteutsche übersetzt, und gedruckt worden,1685. Halle
and Anna Amalia Bibliothek, Weimar (lacking the double
portrait) only in VD17.
Gründlicher Bericht, was bey der Execution des
gewesenen Hertzogs von Monmouth vorgegangen...
Nebst der Schrifft, welche er auff dem Schavott denen
Bischöffen übergeben, und die Copey eines Brieffes, den er,
nach dem er gefangen worden, nach seiner Gefängnüss an
Ihre Königl. Majestät geschrieben. Alles auss dem Englischen
ins Hochteutsche übersetzt. Gedruck im Jahr 1685.
Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Dresden and Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich only in VD17, but a completely
different setting.

First edition? Not in ESTC. Not found in BUCEM or RISM.

Four works together, small 4to (195 × 157mm), pp. 15, [1];
[ 8]; [ 8], with a double-page engraved frontispiece (portraits
of James II and Monmouth either side of the execution
scene), one corner shaved; [ 8]; browned due to paper stock,
some light dampstaining in margins, affecting the word
‘Bericht’ on the title of the fourth work, else ﬁne; disbound,
recent marbled-paper backstrip.

£1200

£2750

26

The reckoning
of the Nibelungs

Single 4to leaf (273 × 225mm), printed on both sides;
creased where previously folded, but in very condition;
inscribed to the Domherr Baron von Schlaberndorf.

£500

Curses!

19
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Sooner or later, as a bibliophile, you are bound to come across
the curse found in the library of the Monastery of San Pedro
in Barcelona: ‘for him that stealeth a book, let it change into
a serpent in his hand and rend him, let him be struck with palsy
and all his members blasted, let him languish in pain, crying
aloud for mercy... Let bookworms gnaw his entrails, in token
of the Worm that dieth not, and when at last he goeth to his
ﬁnal punishment, let the ﬂames of Hell consume him forever
and aye.’ Sadly, the whole thing is the invention of Edmund
Lester Pearson (1880 –1937), an American librarian, who
published the curse, anonymously, in The Old Librarian’s
Almanack. By єѢѤѨћѢћѤѨѪ. A very rare pamphlet ﬁrst
published in New Haven Connecticut in 1773 and now
reprinted for the ﬁrst time (1909), itself a hoax publication.
But book curses do exist and here form the subject of a
dissertation by a young lawyer, Gottlob Heinrich Pipping.
Pipping has read widely (one book cited, the eleventh-century
Leofric Missal, is at the Bodleian Library) and identiﬁes curses
intended to deter corruptores (readers who add or remove
words) and profanatores (defacers of sacred texts), as well
as thieves, offering a number of colourful examples from
a variety of books (religious, legal, medical, alchemical).
The Pippings were a well-respected Leipzig family. When,
in 1741, Gottlob married the daughter of the pastor of the
Thomaskirche, Bach wrote a cantata for the ceremony
(Dem Gerechten muss das Licht immer wieder aufgehen, BWV
195; in the autograph, Bach terms it ‘Copulations Cantata’).
Pipping, Gottlob Heinrich. Imprecationes
libris adscriptas... Lipsiae ex. Ofﬁcina. Titiana
[Leipzig, Tietze, 1721].
Small 4to (184 × 158mm), pp. 40; some offsetting
throughout; sometime disbound (the title-page is numbered
‘XII ’ at the top right-hand corner), paper backstrip.
First edition, very rare. COPAC lists the Bodleian copy only.
OCLC locates no copies outside Europe.

£400

First (and apparently only) edition, extremely rare.
Not in COPAC, CCFr, OCLC or KVK. Fekula 5683 (this copy);
Smirnov-Sokol’skii, Russkie literaturnye al’manakhi i
sborniki XVII –XIX vv. (Moscow, 1965), 115.

£3800

‘Quadrilling’
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Lithography, as Michael Twyman notes, was largely neglected
by British music publishers in the ﬁrst four decades of the
nineteenth century. ‘One man who did experiment with the
printing of music lithographically, though only as a sideline,
was the Birmingham antiquarian William Hawkes Smith.
He had his own lithographic press on which he produced his
own sets of pictorial lithographs of an antiquarian kind, but he
also printed a few pieces of music. The best known of these
are his “Quadrilling”, which is known to exist in three editions
[1820, 1821, 1822 ], and “Washing day”... Both publications
had their pen and ink decorations “designed and executed”
by Smith and it is clear from the unusually comprehensive
imprint of “Quadrilling”, which reads “W. Hawkes Smith,
del. fec. & lithog: impr: 1821”, that he did everything himself.
Both publications are delightfully naive and are of interest
primarily for their early date, provenance, and novelty’
(Early Lithographed Music, 1996, p. 386).
I went to the British Library to take a look at their copies
of the various editions, and it turns out that Smith completely
redrew three of the four pages (those without the music)
for this edition.
The satire itself targets the quadrille, ‘one of the most
popular ballroom dances of the 19th century’ ( New Grove),
which had been introduced to London at Almack’s Assembly
Rooms in 1815 and must soon have spread across the country.
Quadrilling; a favourite Song, by the Author[s?] of “Rejected
Addresses.” [ i.e. James and Horace Smith] The Decorations
designed and executed by William Hawkes Smith.
Birmingham, Printed by the Lithographic Press, by William
Hawkes Smith. Sold also by Mess rs J. Monro, 60 SkinnerStreet, Snowhill and Mayhew & Co. (Music-Sellers to
H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent)... London. Andrew Loder...
Bath. A. P. Smith, Bristol. & c. & c. [1822.]
Folio (340 × 253mm), pp. 4; small hole to bottom corner of
ﬁrst leaf; in very good condition overall; sometime disbound,
a few holes in the gutter expertly repaired.

£400

A battle with the
Knight in Panther Skin

22
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Vepkhist’qaosani, ‘The Knight in the Panther Skin’,
is ‘the greatest classic of Georgian secular literature... It is
for Georgians what Dante’s Divina Commedia is for Italians’
(Rayﬁeld, History of Georgian Literature, pp. 73, 81).

This is the ﬁrst edition in French, although the translator
insists: ‘Ce n’est donc point une traduction, c’est une imitation
qui pourra donner l’idée d’une grande et belle œuvre que
les Caucasiens considèrent comme un chef-d’œuvre et que
l’Europe ignore’ (p. 3). The translation was made in Tiflis in
1884, passed by the (Russian) censor on 5 January 1885
and duly printed. But Borin (a pseudonym?) was evidently not
happy with the result, and set about reworking his translation
in preparation for its reappearance, as the second of three
Contes orientaux, published in an edition of 500 copies
(with another 10 on papier Whatman) at Paris in 1886.
The annotations reveal Borin’s real frustration with his
work – scribblings, crossings out, new sections written out
and pasted over – as he struggles with (or, in some case,
almost attacks) his text. The end result must have been
a nightmare for the typesetter at the Imprimerie –Librairie
Quantin. The third of the four amended copies appears
closest to the Paris-published text (the corrections to the
fourth copy are conﬁned largely to the prelims), but it is not
entirely the same; further changes must have been made
in Paris at the proof stage.
Both editions (1885 and 1886) are very rare. OCLC locates
only two copies of the Paris edition (BnF and Biblioteca
nacional de Chile), and the Tiﬂis edition is not listed at all.
The British Library has both. The Paris edition must have
arrived in London straight from the press, as the British
Museum accessioned it in 1886. To acquire a book from
Tiﬂis took somewhat longer: it is stamped 1893.
‘Very little Georgian literature has been translated into
English, even though Georgian (ﬁrst recorded in 430 CE )
is one of the world’s oldest and richest literary languages,
and has scores of medieval texts and many modern poets
and prose writers whose importance and aesthetic merits
are comparable with the best of the major European cultures.
Torn from the orbits ﬁrst of Iran, then of the Arabs and
Byzantium, to be isolated from Europe by Iranian, Turkic,
and ﬁnally Russian hegemony, Georgia’s language and
culture were virtually unknown except to a few Italian
missionaries in the 17th century. Only at the beginning of
the 19th century did the ﬁrst Western scholars take an
interest in the language and then the literature’ (Rayﬁeld,
Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation, p. 200).
The ﬁrst English translation of Vepkhist’qaosani, by
Marjory Wardrop, appeared in 1912.
Rustaveli, Shota. La peau de léopard d’après Chota
Rousthavéli par Achas Borin. Tiﬂis, Librairie Chaverdoff,1885.
Four copies bound in one vol., 8vo (172 ×129mm), each
pp. [4], 137, [1], plus ﬁnal blank; with extensive manuscript
corrections throughout, on occasion cropped by the binder;
contemporary quarter calf, cloth sides (some discoloration
from waterstaining), rebacked preserving the majority of
the original spine.
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Fatsuit Falstaff
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Ludwig Devrient (1784 –1832), ‘the greatest of all [German]
Romantic actors’ (Williams, Shakespeare on the German
Stage I, 135), revelled in ﬁnding a role he could get his
teeth into. He had already proved himself in Shakespeare
(his chronic alcoholism notwithstanding) with Shylock and
King Lear, and his appearance as Falstaff in March 1817
won universal public acclaim; the Allgemeine Deutsche
Biographie calls the performance ‘seine Glanzschöpfung
auf komischem Gebiet’.
This suite of lithographs was presumably brought out
following Devrient’s death. The Berlin publisher Alexander
Cosmar (1805 –1842) was particularly interested in the
stage. He wrote a number of Festspiele himself, and
published the Berliner Theateralmanach (1836 – 41)
and the Dramatische Salon (1839 – 42).
Although the book itself does not mention that it is
Devrient in the illustrations, one of them is reproduced in
Theo Piana’s Lodernde Flamme: Aufstieg und Untergang
des Schauspielers Ludwig Devrient (Berlin, 1957).
[Shakespeare.] [Cover title:] Sir John Falstaff in dem
Schausp: Heinrich IV. Eigenthum der Verlags-Handlung von
Cosmar u. Krause in Berlin. [N.d., but presumably c.1832.]
Large 8vo (256 × 197mm), 8 unnumbered leaves, each
with a lithograph of Ludwig Devrient as Falstaff and a
quotation from the play, tissue guards; original pictorial
wrappers featuring, on the front, a shield bearing a
coat-of-arms (goblets and wine vats, the crest a portly
man astride a barrel holding a goblet and a ﬂagon)
and a wide belt, on which the title is written, beneath,
extending onto the back cover, which also shows a
mask with grapes and vine leaves for hair; spotting
to some of the plates, small section repaired in the
gutter to one (no loss), old grease spots to back cover.
Not in OCLC or KVK.

£800

Tolstoy’s last novel
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Voskresenie, Tolstoy’s last novel, might never have been
published at all, were it not for the Tsar’s persecution of the
Doukhobors (literally, ‘spirit-wrestlers’), a paciﬁst Christian
sect eventually exiled to Canada. Tolstoy had begun writing
the book in the late 1880s; the urgent need to raise money
for the Doukhobors’ emigration fund led to his ﬁnishing the
novel in 1899, and all proceeds from the sale of the book
were to go towards the fund.
Arrangements were made for the book to be published
simultaneously in Russia and the West. In Russia, as
Aylmer Maude, the carpet salesman turned Tolstoy
champion whose wife translated the book into English,
put it: ‘whole chapters, as well as parts of chapters and
many stray sentences here and there, fell under the strokes
of the executioner with the red pencil.’ Thus, throughout
1899 as Tolstoy worked on the proof sheets for the novel’s
(censored) appearance in the journal Niva, marked-up
copies were also sent piecemeal to England for publication,
uncensored, in both Russian and English. (Elsewhere,
things did not go so well. In France, where it appeared in
a journal, there were complaints that there was not enough
of a love story in the book, and in America, serial publication
in Cosmopolitan broke down due to legal proceedings
between the editor and the translator’s agent.)
Both British versions, Russian and English, were issued
in 13 parts over an eleven-month period, after which, in
June 1900, unsold parts were bound up and sold complete
(in the case of the English translation, in a curious binding
of grey corrugated boards, with a title-page dated ‘1900’).
This volume is made up of the original parts of the English
translation, and includes material only found in the parts
issue. As such, it is very rare. Line had never seen a copy,
and a survey of COPAC and OCLC ﬁnds sets at Oxford (Parts
I – IX only), Indiana, Lehigh, and the International Institute
for Social History, Amsterdam. There is also a set in the
Arents Collection at the New York Public Library.
Tolstoi, Lev Nikolaevich. [Cover title:] Resurrection.
A Novel... London, Brotherhood Publishing Co... 1899.
Slim 8vo (208 × 89mm), pp. 495, [1], with the original
illustrated stiff-paper cover to Part I (14 April 1899), front
and back covers to Part II (28 April 1899), title-page for
Part III (15 May 1899), Press Notices and Contents to
Parts IX and XI (each 4 pp.), and 8 pp. adverts for other
Brotherhood publications bound in; small burnhole to
p. 391vv, some marginal browning; contemporary binder’s
cloth, spine lettered gilt, extremities rubbed, hinges cracked
but ﬁrm, short tear to lower joint at head.
First edition in English, translated by Louise Maude. Line, p. 46.
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The Archivist
from Hell
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This is an entertaining and highly imaginative satire on the
demise of France’s reputation during the War of the Austrian
Succession. The humour is most deﬁnitely black, and the
tone rather gothic: the ghosts of slaughtered French troops
attend the funeral procession here described, their ofﬁcers
riding skeleton horses, as the urn containing the ashes is
carried into the Temple of Oblivion. There follows the words
spoken at the ceremony, the epitaph (in verse), and, lastly,
an auction catalogue of Madame Reputation’s effects. This
is where the fun really starts: a machine for pulling others
around by the nose; a portable laboratory for mixing poisons
to kill off men in high places; twenty crates full of share
certiﬁcates packed by John Law himself and marked with
his seal; the snake from the Garden of Eden (stuffed), ‘now
thought to have spoken French, as Eve could not have been
seduced in any other honest language’; a box of French
promises, but without any means of holding onto it; the
complete works of Machiavelli engraved on polished steel
plates and bound in such as way as to remain intact come
what may. The sale ends with 90 lots of valuable books and
manuscripts, mostly imaginary although there appear to be
a few real books listed, with titles that poke fun at the French.
The second book in the volume is written in much the same
vein, but the conceit here is that it was written by the devil
Fizlipuzli, Hell’s archivist, and recounts a conversation had
by him with the ghost of France’s reputation (a poltergeist,
‘worse than any blood-sucking vampire’) in the ferry across
the Styx. The frontispiece depicts the encounter, the
pipe-smoking Fizlipuzli standing in the stern.
Although a ﬁction, from the preface it is clear that Vetter
wants to tie his book in with the sensationalist vampire
literature, based on recent ofﬁcial reports, which was available
at the time and had quickly caught the public imagination.
[Vetter, Johann Friedrich]. Das merckwürdige Leben,
die sonderbare Kranckheit darauf erfolgter Tod und
Begräbnuß der Französischen Reputation, welche zu
dem allgrösten [sic ] Leidwesen der Franzosen, mit einem
noch niemal also gehaltenen Leichen-Conduct, unter
einer schönen kurzen Parentation, in dem Tempel der
Vergessenheit beygesetzt worden.1744.
[Vetter, Johann Friedrich]. Die allerneueste ReiseBeschreibung des irrenden Polter-Geistes
der erst kürtzlich begrabenen Französischen Reputation
so überall aus Himmel, Feg-Feuer und Hölle verstossen,
und in ein besonder viertes Ort, gantz alleine zu seyn,
verbannt worden. Nebst einem Historisch-Politisch-und
lustigen Staats-Discurs zwischen diesen Französichen
Reputations-Gespenste und dem Höllischen Archivario
Fizlipuzli[.] Allen ehrlich getreuen curieusen Teutschen
und allen Französich-gesinnten Mamelucken gebührend
dedicirt von dem Archivario F. An.1744.
Two works in one vol., 8vo (167 × 100mm); Leben und
Kranckheit : pp. 70, plus engraved frontispiece; trace of old
stamp to bottom corner of p. 3; Reise-Beschreibung : pp.
70, plus ﬁnal blank; with double-page title and double-page
engraving; some light spotting/browning; contemporary
marbled wrappers, spine chipped at extremities.
I: First edition. Jantz 2577, to which OCLC adds only one other
copy outside Germany, at Chicago. The copy at Göttingen
evidently contains a continuation which takes the page-count
up to pp.138, but all other copies listed collate as here. There
was a second edition, with additions, the same year. II: Jantz
2576, a reprint brought out the same year as the ﬁrst edition
(the frontispiece is a little pale). OCLC ﬁnds no other copies,
of either printing, outside Europe.
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